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The Society of Missionaries of
Africa has among its members confreres in
particular apostolates, sometimes in areas
where the Society is not officially involved.
Often they particularly mark these areas with
their "missionary touch". Some have felt
themselves "on the periphery" of the Society;
others have seen themselves as "representatives
of the Society". In this publication they share
the missionary experience of their special ministry.
This being my last word as editor of The
Petit Echo, I want to express my gratitude to
everyone for participating in some way in
this communication effort. Many thanks to
all those who have written articles reporting
on the mission the Society has entrusted to
them. Special thanks to all the readers of the
Petit Écho!
Together, we welcome Father Salvador
Munõz Ledo, our Mexican confrere who will
take over and continue this animation with
his artistic touch!
May the Lord keep you always happy in
the service of the Kingdom!
Freddy Kyombo
Cover:
Claude Rault, Diocese of Ghardaïa, 2015

PHOTO: DIOCESE OF GHARDAÏA
Cameroom proverb : « You can't paint white on white, black on
black. Each needs the other to reveal itself.»
Meaning : Differences make the cultural richness of people
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FOREWORD

Various ways of being
Missionary of Africa

1st General Assistant

Francis Barnes

There are so many ways of being a missionary of Africa and that is
as true today as it always has been. We know that pastoral and parish
work has been the bedrock of our presence and thanks to that over
many years we have helped form not just local Churches and Christian
communities but also the priests and religious of the dioceses where we
worked. Parish ministry is also for so many of us where we feel one
hundred percent given to our vocation as missionaries. Yet throughout
our history we have had, financial administrators, anthropologists,
botanists, geologists, agriculturalists, doctors, university lecturers,
teachers of the deaf and the blind. We have confreres running youth
centres, centres for street children or orphanages. A number of years
ago we were working in refugee camps yet we are still involved with
migrants in some of our communities across the world. Today we talk a
lot about care of creation especially after the publication of ‘Laudato
Si’, yet well over 40 years ago the diocese of Bobo Dioulasso in
Burkina Faso had an ‘Ecology Office’ that was run by one of our
confreres, Marin Terrible, alongside some lay staff. Many years ago
Arnold Grol was at the forefront of work with street children and with
prisoners. We could also talk about the linguists among us who translated
Scripture, published Sunday
Missals, wrote grammars and
dictionaries of so many different languages and who, by
their expertise, helped so many
young confreres come to grips
with the rigours of language
learning and enable them to
be immersed in a specific local
culture.
Yes, indeed there are so
many ways to be missionaries
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and bearers of the gospel message. Those confreres that I have mentioned
effectively communicated, by their life and ministry, that God cares for
the weak and the lowly, the sick and the downtrodden; he cares for
creation, he cares for the development of peoples, for the beauty of
their languages and culture, he cares for justice. Our confreres throughout
our history have so often been the bearers of God’s light, the bearers of
hope and reading the articles in this particular issue I realise that in so
many ways we are indeed still the bearers of hope at the margins and
peripheries of this world. St. Theresa of Avila once very wisely said:
‘Christ has no body but yours. Yours are the eyes with which He looks
with compassion on this world, yours are the feet with which He walks
to do good. Yours are the hands, with which He blesses all the world.’
So many of our ancestors in the Society lived fully those powerful
words of St. Theresa, they preached the gospel not so much by their
words, nor even through elegant liturgies and celebrations, but by their
being present to those of different religious beliefs, being present to the
deprived and destitute, or by their various services to the local churches.
Their lives were lives given, by their reaching out. Their apostolate in
its many rich and diverse forms was their special way of living the
compassionate life, of being close to the people, being close to their
needs and their aspirations, close to their culture and way of life.
Thus in this issue we meet a confrere who spent years in the
academic field in an institute for catechesis through his deep knowledge
of culture and the local language; another working for ten years in the
all-important area of ongoing formation for religious especially those
called to be involved in formation; another whose involvement reaching
out to victims of gender based violence addresses a most urgent need in
a country beset by violence. Another has spent years working as a specialised teacher for the deaf and dumb in an exclusively Muslim
context. Our JPIC coordinator in Rome explains in detail the hard work
done
through the many sessions and workshops to enhance the
important role of JPIC throughout our Society at every level. Our
outgoing editor of the Petit Echo explains his journey from parish work
through formation in journalism and a growing awareness of the
importance of the media in our missionary outreach today yet at the
same time being deeply involved in youth ministry.
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So many different apostolates yet none of those confreres involved
ever perceived their ministry as something personal but were indeed
carrying out a mission that they had been entrusted with by the Society.
Each one was truly living out the charism of our Society, indeed they
are well and truly witnesses to the missionary charism of our Society in
their particular ministry. We must never ignore the demanding and
often particularity of such ministries and hopefully there will always be
those of us who will be ready for such important tasks that are indeed
part and parcel of our charism. For the most part these confreres
received great encouragement from those in leadership. Their particular
apostolate has touched the lives of many and they will always need the
full support of our leadership and indeed the whole society. May they
always feel at the heart of our Society and its amazing charism. They
are and will remain its ambassadors. We are indeed grateful to them
and their ministry.
Finally, as you will have read in the word of introduction from
our Editor Freddy Kyombo, he comes to the end of his 6-year mandate
in Rome. We thank him most sincerely for all he has achieved; he has
used his many talents to continually improve the Petit Echo and used
his other gifts in animating a number of sessions both here in the
community and for the whole Society. We wish you well Freddy and
are sure that you will continue to put your many and varied talents to
good use for the whole Society and the mission that is ours. Be blessed.
Francis Barnes
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Putting a smile on the faces
of victims of all kinds
of abuse in Bukavu

I want to share with you my involvement in a particular apostolate
that the Society is not officially involved in, but which I feel supported
by the confreres and which corresponds to one of the Society's priority
objectives since the last Chapter: reaching out to people on the periphery,
especially victims of gender-based violence. When I arrived in Bukavu
at the end of 2019, after a long absence from Africa, the Provincial at
the time, who was familiar with my writings and my commitment to
the service of vulnerable people and health workers, encouraged me,
alongside my work of ongoing formation, to make contact with the
Healthcare Office. During the farewell Eucharist, which was organised
when I left Toulouse after 17 years in initial formation and teaching at
the university, my friends and colleagues had urged me to inform them
if there were particular needs they might be able to support me with.
After several contacts, I became mainly involved with a structure
created by religious sisters many years ago to assist young girls in very
vulnerable situations, the Nyota centre in Kadutu (Bukavu). Unfortunately,
the Sisters were obliged to abandon the premises following the various
wars and looting plaguing our region. At the request of the laypeople
who had collaborated in this project, the parish priest of the time helped
390
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to relaunch this centre, with little resources. It was clear to me from the
outset that I would not initiate a personal project that would risk disappearing after my departure. By supporting this diocesan project with
the help of a network of friends, the Province would not be responsible
for sustaining it after that. With no financial support from the diocese or
the State, the Centre has been able to carry on its mission thanks to my
network of friends and some occasional help from European sectors
(Belgium, Italy) and Washington.

With resilience
The Nyota Centre welcomes 250 young girls every year for 3 to 5
years of training and reintegration. These are victims of extreme poverty
or various forms of abuse: prostitution of minors, rape by armed groups,
kidnapping, street life, forced marriages, broken families caused by
wars, etc. The Centre provides them with free holistic counselling that
takes their physical and psychological condition and their educational
and vocational training needs (sewing, cooking, etc.) into consideration.
They undergo three years of preparation to pass the primary school
examination and then the national sewing examination for the next two
years. The best graduates receive a package that enables them to launch
their own self-help project. These girls are generally highly motivated,
and the challenge is to help them rebuild their self-esteem after all the
humiliation and suffering they endured. We also make sure that they
are provided with identity cards (most of them do not have them) and,
in some cases, with food because of their malnourished state. The 15
staff, including a sister, is very dedicated. They take into account the
traumatic state and family situation of these young people (visits). Each
one is accompanied individually with the help of an evaluation form.
My role, apart from financing, is to coordinate the management team
and train the staff in caring for and reintegrating traumatised victims, as
well as spiritual direction (recollections, etc.). In ten years, I have
succeeded in creating excellent working relationships with the staff and
the management, and I benefited greatly from them. I have had the opportunity to accompany some traumatised girls whose stories helped
me to understand the extent of violence against women in our disorganised
country, ruled by the law of the survival of the fittest. The support of
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Nyota Centre in Kadutu, Bukavu, DR Congo.
the confreres, the visit to the Centre by a provincial assistant, and
several confreres who are formators were a great encouragement to me.
I consider myself a witness to the missionary charism of our Society in
this particular ministry.
Bernard Ugeux
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Ministry of the international
coordinator of JPIC-ED

I have been in Rome since 2016 as the International Coordinator of
JPIC-ED. The decision to establish this coordination was made at the
27th Chapter in 2010. Upon arriving in Rome, I asked myself many
questions: What would be my role? What are my tasks? What are the
connections with the General Council members, with the leaders of the
provinces and sections, their coordinators and promoters of JPIC-RD
and specific "centers"? How do I find support and inspiration in the
already existing religious networks, including the JPIC Commission
and the Dialogue Commission of the USG and UISG, Talithakum, etc.?
How do I train and update my knowledge in missiology, ecumenical
dialogue, interreligious and intercultural dialogue, the social teachings
of the Church, especially in the area of integral ecology? After so many
years of commitment to JPIC and RD in the field in Burkina Faso,
Ivory Coast and Mali, the new appointment in Rome exposed me to a
broad and challenging field of apostolate.
"Time is greater than space," the first of four principles presented in
Evangelium Gaudium (EG 222-225), opened my eyes to the essentials
of my role: "Giving priority to time means being concerned about
initiating processes rather than possessing spaces" and "to give priority
to actions which generate new processes in society and engage other
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persons and groups who can develop them to the point where they bear
fruit in significant historical events”. (EG 223). In addition, I was
warned about the risk of privileging positions of power (office, rank,
title, social status).
The experiences shared by my predecessor, Fr. Richard Nnyombi,
enabled me to take the plunge, to "put flesh around the bone." This
image sums up the initial state of my ministry. The texts of the 2010
Chapter and the 2013 Plenary Council established a vision and directive
for JPIC-RD coordination. But how could this be put concretely into
practice? It was never written down. Instead, I had to connect, collaborate,
listen, see, analyze, deepen, discern, innovate, create, imagine, practice,
try, make mistakes, evaluate, modify, improve, transform ... In other
words, the pastoral cycle methodology became concrete in my daily
work.

Thank you
I take the opportunity in this article to thank those who have gave
me their feedback and vision, their ideas and suggestions, via the
Internet, during workshops and meetings. Thanks to this mutual
enrichment, collaboration and complementarity, the International Coordination Ministry has taken shape and is serving the Society. The JPICRD calendar and the JPIC-RD Vademecum of the Coordination, in
force since May 2020, are tools available in the meantime to "promote
and energize the process of integration of JPIC-ED in the life and
mission of the confreres and communities of the Mafr" (Introduction
Vademecum JPIC-RD).
"To accept the tension between fullness and limitation" (EG 223) is
part of my ministry. The needs and expectations of the confreres are
many and varied and reflect the diversity of our Society: context, age,
ministry, language, culture, country. There is the concern to move
forward together as M.Afr. without anyone feeling "left behind" and
others turning into "escapees" with no interest in the “group ". There is
also the concern of not falling into the status quo trap but rather being
prophetic, attentive, stimulating and motivating, challenging and aiming
for "the greater, brighter horizon" (EG 222). Concretely, we are called
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to live the inter-gentes mission, universal communion and fraternity,
practice the culture of encounter and prophetic dialogue, and take care
of the Common Home. Today our great concern is the Laudato sí in
Action initiative launched by the Dicastery at the service of integral
human development: how to ensure that, despite the apparent obstacles,
all our communities are actively involved.

Some tensions
At the mention of LS, tension arises within me. To promote integral
ecology and give a credible and coherent personal ecological witness
by reducing my annual carbon footprint, on the one hand, and travelling
around the world by plane, on the other, requires serious discernment.
Another tension is the ever-increasing amount of work done on the
computer: emails, PPP development and, since the COVID 19 pandemic,
video conferencing and webinars. I prefer human contact, face-to-face
meetings with the members of the JPIC Commission and the Rome
Dialogue and the Africa Group. I really miss it.
Promoting and coordinating JPIC-RD within the M.Afr. (''component
ad intra'') and at the same time being actively involved in the groups in
Rome (''component ad extra''), collaborating with members of other
institutes, advocating for Africa and the peripheries of the world, contributing personally, enriching each other and consequently devoting time
and energy, all this requires a healthy balance.
"Patiently to endure difficult and adverse situations" and "to work
slowly but surely, without being obsessed with immediate results" (EG
223) are other components of my ministry. I have come to know our
M.Afr. Society from a different perspective during my time here at
MG. The structures and the way it functions have great potential and
capacity, and at the same time, some obstacles make change complex
and transformation slow. I sometimes experienced this as personal
suffering. In those moments, I found my serenity and peace in being
attentive to the bigger picture, open to suitable processes and concerned
for the long run (EG 225).
The promise of Jesus (cf. Jn 16:12-13) and the experience of the dis395
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ciples who had difficulty to understand gives me the deep confidence
that the Holy Spirit enlightens us, shows us the way and prompts us to
accomplish a mission. Let us not forget that our "life does not have a
mission, but is a mission" (Gaudete et exsultate 27; EG 273) and that
this mission is not a task to be accomplished but an evangelical face to
be incarnated and manifested.
My deepest wish for all of us is that we may be happy disciples who
incarnate with gratitude and joy the Beatitudes lived and proclaimed by
Jesus Christ during our pilgrimage on earth (EG 63-94).
Andreas Göpfert
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On Mission while
at University

I was fortunate to receive extensive formation in both theology and
the humanities before my ordination. I was also lucky enough to have
started my mission in Africa among the Minyanka of Mali, a population
of farmers with their essentially traditional religion and practices. In
1973, I was appointed to the Abidjan Institute of Catechetics to train
catechists in Africa. The idea was to develop Christian education that
reflected African realities. This Institute was transformed two years
later into a Faculty of Theology with the same perspective: Institut Catholique d'Afrique de l'Ouest.
We had to invent everything: the programs, the lecturers, the places,
and the community structure. The rector from Benin, Isidore de Souza,
was remarkable on the human, intellectual and priestly levels. There
were only a few students; they all passed their exams thanks to the excellent supervision of the teachers! We got along well and took to
heart the mission that was entrusted to us. The dignitaries of Abidjan
were proud of us, and the employees were happy. Even Pope John
Paul II congratulated us while teasing us: "You are in the first
theological faculty in the region, founded two years ago. I was trained
in the first university in my country too, well... it was in Poland 500
years ago! "
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I used to teach a course entitled "Knowledge of Africa through language". Initially, the students were happy when they saw the course
title on the programme. However, they were disillusioned when they
found out who the teacher would be. "How can a white man teach this
course?" However, a delegation from the students came to apologize
three weeks into the course: "We had a bad impression about you." But,
we beg your pardon: this is precisely the course we want!" I loved this
course: I made people love Africa.
I held the role of general secretary several times: the official holder
of the secretariat was a Togolese (because a white man could not be)
but he regularly found himself with commitments elsewhere during the
first two months of the year. He thus escaped the hard task of getting
the academic year started when students were choosing the supervisors
for their thesis. So he had no students to supervise for the whole year!
There were no such difficulties when we had to choose prospective
professors ourselves. But Rome demanded that we recruit those who
graduated from Rome, regardless of their human qualities. This meant
that in addition to some really good people, others were proud of their
title, without any real work, repeating year after year the bibliography
they had had during their studies. What I find consoling is that the same

The University Unit of Abidjan (UUA), previously known as the Catholic Institute of
West Africa (ICAO), formed the initial nucleus of the Catholic University
of West Africa.
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problem exists in the state universities!
I have always considered myself as a White Father and recognized
as such by the students, ICAO and the bishops. However, I expected
more support from the Major Superiors of the WF. I felt that I did not
exist for them as long as I did not cause them any problems. But, unfortunately, one of them, who came to Abidjan to renew my contract with
the ICAO, did not get in touch with me, except by a phone call 15
minutes before meeting the authorities. At the same time, another
expressed surprise at the defense of my thesis: he had just discovered
my work! I would have preferred more encouragement.
The content of my course (the African oral tradition) was not
explicitly Christian. Still, its intellectual value and profound love for
Africa and Africans testified to the White Father spirit: bringing Africa
and Christ together. That was my joy. The difficulties experienced were
minimal compared to the result obtained. Moreover, the presence of an
older priest living with these young student priests was more than what
any teaching could offer.
Jean Cauvin
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Making good use of the
talents of individuals
in the service of the mission

When I asked for a two-year sabbatical in 2006 to do, in addition to
my 30-day retreat, a training course in order to innovate audio-visual
catechesis in the Diocese of Kayes in Mali, I had no idea at all that my
province of origin was going to get hold of me to do “Home Service",
to the great dismay of the Diocese of Kayes.
In fact, Bukavu needed me for several services, the main ones being:
The Chaplaincy of the Xaveri Movement and the Editor of the Karibu
Bulletin. I was asked to direct my training towards print media rather
than audio-visual media. In obedience I agreed to this request after
some necessary "clarifications", because I was convinced that if my
province asked me for this service, it was because they needed it for the
pastoral care of some of God’s children.
What they asked of me was within my capabilities, because in the
diocese of Kayes, I was the diocesan chaplain for youth and the diocesan
chaplain for the means of social communication; I had created a rural
radio station, "Silo FM", in the parish of Guéné-Goré, where I was
400
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parish priest, so I already had an interest in the media. On arrival in
Bukavu, having studied journalism and communication at the University
of Marseille, I adapted quickly to my new responsibilities at the Bandari
Centre, as chief chaplain of the Xaveri International Movement, present
in nine African countries. I took over from the founder of the Movement,
Father Georges Defour, a "giant" in his domain. I did not try to fit into
his "shoes" but carried on in his spirit, for he had written more than 100
books for posterity, from which I drew much inspiration to give all the
Leadership training with the Bandari team. I had the chance to talk to
him and interview him in his retirement home in Liege, on the Movement
he founded. Thanks to this meeting, I was able to develop the Movement
in region of the Great Lakes and Uganda.
As editor-in-chief of the Karibu Bulletin, managed by the Missionaries
of Africa for the Archdiocese of Bukavu, and with the assistance of
good collaborators, such as Baba Aristide Lulasha, a former student of
the Missionaries of Africa, we did our best to ensure a good religious,
social and political animation, giving it a little "touch" of our charism:
Justice, Peace and Integrity of Creation. This was exciting for me.
I was asked to gradually take on other tasks, such as chaplaincy at
the Institut Supérieur de Développement Rural, where I was 100%
committed in the footsteps of Georges Defour; the chaplaincy of Lycée
Cirezi of the Sisters of the Company of Mary. Responding to a need for
the pastoral care of students I created an open group called "EspaceEtudiants", which is still present at the CERDAF (Centre de Recherches
et Documentation Africaine).
My days were always full and all too short; but I still found time to
be in contact with lay people of various religions in different charitable
organizations. I celebrated weekly Masses in three convents and, occasionally, Masses for the nursery school children. On major feast days, I
liked to be with the Lavigerie choir and the Georges Defour children's
choir, which led Masses at the Bandari Centre.
I was very well supported by the Provincial Superiors and all my
confreres in the Sector during this mission in Bukavu, and I am very
grateful to them. I never felt that I was undertaking some personal
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Freddy at the Bandari Centre, Bukavu, DR Congo

apostolate; I was carrying out a mission that the Society had asked of
me, and I gave, generously, according to the bountiful measure I had
freely received from the Lord: time and talents. I pray to God that it
will continue to be so!
Freddy Kyombo Senga
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Looks that challenge us…

Blessed Pierre Claverie, bishop of Oran, who was assassinated
together with his companion Mohamed in front of his house during the
"black" years of 1990, described our mission in Muslim lands as
follows: "To be living witnesses of God's love while being present in
the fracture zones of society"! He summed up perfectly what our 19
martyrs and all other "men and women of goodwill" tried to achieve
during their missionary life, whether Muslims, Christians or believers.
I was encouraged to fulfil my vocation as a missionary in the land of
Islam from this perspective. When I arrived in September 1969, in an
impoverished region, where people sometimes ate clay to calm their
hunger, I was entrusted with managing a boarding school. Many of
these young people came from surrounding villages, where the inhabitants
had sometimes been massacred during " raids " by the colonial troops!
However, these children and their parents only asked for one thing: to
be educated to build their future lives. I will never forget the look in
their eyes as they expressed their hope in us former colonizers and
Christians! With three other confreres, five young French cooperants,
two Middle East cooperants and three young Algerians, we embraced
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the task with enthusiasm and courage. We were greatly assisted by the
local Algerian authorities, who worked with trust and friendly relationship.
In 1976, when the schools were nationalized, we parted company with
tears and gratitude!
From that moment, I decided with my superiors to join the Algerian
educational structures, and specialized in teaching the "deaf and dumb.”
To be qualified, the national institutes of higher education in this field
welcomed me for two years "like an old man, who wanted to give a
better meaning to his life"! It was a chance to get to know the Algerian
society from the inside and share my daily life with the local people, in
French, Arabic and sign language! It was not easy to be the only
foreigner, Christian, in an exclusively Algerian and musulman environment.
It was instead a challenge, but a humble one: first, a director and now a
simple student like all the others! These were, however, beautiful years
of discovering each other, sometimes with great depth. Of course,
being alone was quite an ordeal as well. Fortunately, I was able to join
my community, though only in the evenings and on weekends. At one
point, Blessed Jean Chevillard and Alain Dieulangard were with us.
At the end of my formation and a national examination, I was
appointed by the Algerian government as a qualified teacher for the
hearing impaired, located in a state school ......, in Maison Carrée, our
former Mother House... God wanted me to remain there for more than

Maison-Carrée
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35 years, being in charge, right from the beginning, of exam classes in
preparation for the 6th, 5th, BEPC and finally, the Baccalaureate. It was
a significant commitment, but the looks in the eyes of these young
people inspired me to be there for them and ensure, according to their
abilities, the best possible future. Although completely " absorbed " in
my professional life, I managed to timidly take on some tasks our
Society and the Church. These tasks allowed me to keep a spiritual and
psychological balance and find a deep meaning to all my commitments.
At the age of retirement at 63, the Methodist Church and the Catholic
Church invited me to look after an Algerian Christian Association for
Development and Encounter. It was a new challenge in collaboration
with highly motivated Algerians. This adventure continues today with
intensive meetings on the meaning of life, putting us very much on the
"fracture lines" with migrants and refugees in great distress and despair
from all countries of Africa. In most cases, it is a matter of "life and
death". Again there are those looks of hope for a better life. It is not
always obvious to believe in the existence of a God who loves us!
Brother Jan Heuft
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It all started with stones.

Philip Leedal, or Phil, as he was usually called, was born in 1927 in
the northeast of England. After leaving school, he studied geology, the
science of the earth, and the materials of which it is made. He continued
his studies to the doctoral level at the University of Leeds before setting
off for Tanganyika. There he did geological surveys for the British
colonial service. With a small team, he spent a fortnight in the crater at
the top of Kilimanjaro. One of its tasks was to measure the height of
that mountain. The result, 5,895 metres or 19,340 feet, is still recorded
in atlases. However, coming from a religious background, Philip realized
that his calling was to spread the Good News of Jesus rather than
knowledge of rocks and stones. So, after talking to Fr Richard Walsh,
he went to study philosophy at Dorking and then at Blacklion in
Ireland. Next, he went to the Netherlands for his novitiate, where he acquired a profound love of prayer. He was finally ordained priest in
1961 at the age of thirty-four years and appointed to Mbeya diocese in
Tanzania.
I worked with Philip and learned from him as a young missionary in
the parish of lgogwe. He preferred living in a remote corner of the
parish, among the Malila people, in a cold little mountainous paradise
rather than being sheltered in our community of three. At that time, a
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few of them were Protestants, and hardly any were Catholic. I later
found among many of Phil's books one written by a protestant missiologist
about the missionary method of St Paul on how to start small church
communities, train leaders and then move on.
After talking with our parish priest, 1 set off on my Honda 90 and
stayed with him for two weeks in a small house with a beautiful flower
garden. The Church walls were plastered and decorated with pictures
and phrases from the bible.
On a typical day, Philip rose early in the morning to pray, often
singing a hymn to the Holy Spirit asking Him to come over Umalila.
We went to a government school where a Catholic teacher had arranged
for us to say Mass. The non-Christian children must have been baffled
at the introduction, which was an opportunity to talk with them and say
some words about Christ. Next, we went to the market where Philip
produced large bible pictures, which he held up and explained to the
crowds that gathered around while I sold religious books and copies of
the gospels. Then in the evening, we enjoyed the hospitality of an
officer of the Salvation Army.
For nearly fifty years, evangelization in the region was solely carried
out by Moravian missionaries; this explains why their followers were
in the majority, although the Catholic population was beginning to
grow. Philip established a friendly relation with Protestant leaders and
prayed with them often. He dreamed of Christian unity and formed an
interdenominational group for teaching religion and the bible in
government primary schools. He had a simple lifestyle regarding food
and sleep and often relied on invitations from the local people for food.
Among the people he was admired as a prophet: they liked to call him
"Jesus".
His health suffered, and he sometimes got sick due to always
roaming about on his bicycle. He would return to the parish from time
to time for meetings and spend some time with his confreres. Philip
was not a man who respected boundaries and always claimed that the
whole diocese was his parish. He sometimes annoyed neighbouring
missionaries by intruding into their territory. He could not pass an
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outstation without stopping to say Mass there.
He had an excellent knowledge of botany; studying the many
beautiful flowers and plants around him became his hobby. In collaboration
with an expert from Kew Gardens, he published a field guide to the
Mountain Flowers of Southern Tanzania. One of the flowers he
discovered, previously unknown to botanists, is named "Impatiens Leedalensis". He taught his people and even government officials to
treasure the forests on the mountains and in the steep valleys between
them. He loved to lead the hard-working farmers of his beloved Umalila
in praise of the Creator of all the beauty surrounding them.
His death came suddenly and unexpectedly. On 1st December 1982,
he was returning to his parish from Mbeya, when while overtaking a
bus on his little motorbike, he ran headlong into an oncoming car and
died instantly. His body was taken back to lrambo and laid to rest in the
shade of the pine trees in the parish cemetery.
Jurgen Pelz

Philip Leedal and Jurgen Pelz on the right
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Eleven rich years
as a missionary

I spent the years 2000 to 2010 at Mater Christi as director and
formator. Mater Christi is an institute of formation for Consecrated
Life. It is located near Bobo-Dioulasso in Burkina Faso, and our
novitiate in Samagan is its immediate neighbour. It runs a 9-month
course for those who will be formators at the level of the novitiate, and
a variety of sessions open to all consecrated persons. In addition, Mater
Christi is a network that provides formation for consecrated persons
from various French-speaking countries in West Africa.

Missionaries of Africa and Mater Christi
The Missionaries of Africa have been involved in Mater Christi
since its foundation. The decision to establish a formation structure for
Consecrated Life in West Africa was made in 1988 by the major
superiors and the bishops in charge of Consecrated Life in Africa. Our
Superior General, Etienne Renaud, was part of this group, and he
appointed Jean Cauvin to launch the project. Jean became the founder
and first director of Mater Christi, with Juan Calvo assisting him in managing the construction work.
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The Missionaries of Africa were very committed to Mater Christi, at
least until I left in 2010. We were part of the Mater Christi Consortium,
which had about 60 members, and our Provincial Superior participated
in the General Assemblies. One of our confreres, Oscar Nyaminané,
was for a time the President of the Steering Committee, ensuring the direction of the Consortium and all its activities. My memories of this
period are of a particularly fraternal and fruitful collaboration. Luc
Kola subsequently became a member of the steering committee.
At the Mater Christi centre the Missionaries of Africa demonstrated
their support by providing formators: Appolinaire Chishugi, who was
in charge of our first cycle in Ouagadougou, facilitated MBTI1; Andreas
Göpfert provided training in conflict management. In addition, there
was also a support of a practical nature which was very much appreciated:
Emmanuel Duprez managed the finances while Jean-Pierre Lepoutre
was our local bursar. Besides all this, our neighbours at the novitiate
were very welcoming to members of our community who sought
spiritual direction.

Missionary at Mater Christi
As a Missionary of Africa, I felt at home at Mater Christi. We helped
to deepen the roots of Consecrated Life in an African context, making it
possible for its members to work more effectively in evangelizing their
people. This was done mainly by Africans, who were in the majority in
Mater Christi, regardless of country, culture, congregation or institute.
We led an intense community life. All activities were prepared by the
entire Animation Team, implemented by at least two people, and
evaluated by the whole team. Those in formation shared the same
dynamic: they were divided into groups of 6 members, which were
places where they lived community life, and shared experiences and reflections, and on which most of the formation was based. In addition,
individual accompaniment offered everyone the possibility of deepening
their attachment to Christ and their personal identity as African
consecrated persons.
I would say that I lived a good part of our Missionary of Africa
1

Myers Briggs Type Indicator is a self-awareness training.
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charism at Mater Christi. Sent to others: in this case, consecrated
persons of African culture, whose lives I shared. Witness to Christ: by
helping people to experience Christ deeply in order to witness to Him
according to their own charism and culture. In encounter and dialogue:
based on life experience and listening to each one. In community: in
daily life, and also in the activities carried out in close collaboration.
Mater Christi represents eleven rich years of my missionary life. I
gladly give thanks to God for them. I thank all the brothers and sisters
with whom I have lived and worked there. I thank my brother
Missionaries of Africa.
Bernard Delay

Bernard Delay. Animating a formation in Justice and Peace
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A mission of fraternal
support

My mission in our community at Keizerstraat, 25 Antwerpen, came
to an end just two months before my 80th birthday. I had the choice to
decide to which community for elderly confrères in Belgium I would
prefer to retire: Would I stay in Antwerpen itself or instead Evere,
Genk, Namur or Varsenare?
I finally chose this last place for some good reasons. First, because
Varsenare is nearest to where most of my closest relatives and friends
stay and I would visit them without great difficulty. Secondly, unlike
the other four places, which are towns, it is situated in a rural area. It is
about ten km -as the crow flies- from the North Sea, and one can feel
it’s beautiful and healthy air. Thirdly, ‘het kasteel’ house holds a lovely
circular chapel and is surrounded by extensive grounds with plenty of
trees and a large pond. Last but not least, when I pass away, it will only
take a short distance to transfer my body to our M.Afr. Cemetery,
where more than 420 confrères are buried, and less expensive for our
Belgian Sector!
On the 9th of December 2012, I moved to Varsenare Kasteel and
joined the numerous community of 23 confrères, most of them older
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than myself. Although, like other confrères in our Society, I never had
the opportunity to choose which confrères I would prefer to live and
work, so was I again ready to stay and interact with each and all of
them, knowing fully that they too would be of the same mind. And so it
was and remains, although our number has now dwindled to 17! Most
of us can still take regular turns in leading community prayers and
rendering different services in and outside the house. Therefore, we
have daily opportunities to fulfil a “mission” of giving brotherly support
to one another and our confrères in Avondrust. Thus we can recite or
sing psalm 133 in all sincerity, feeling secure under the gentle leadership
of our local superior and the dedication of our confrère bursar and the
superior of our Sector.

My « mission »
In my nine years in this community, or “mission”, if you like, I have
been able to adjust calmly to the regular changing circumstances of our
community life: a new community animator, several new arrivals,
different service personnel, diminishing physical strength for myself
and others as more sticks and walking frames are used, regretfully, also
deaths of community members and other confrères, families and friends;
not to mention the recent restrictions due to the corona pandemic since
March 2020! This continual adaptation to changing situations is a
critical "mission" to stay as fully alive as possible. At the same time,
the process of ageing inclines one to a more settled and secure lifestyle.
The change was unexpected but challenging when my superiors
asked me to return temporarily to Tanzania, where I had lived for 41
years, in 2015. I did not hesitate to accept this offer. A 7 months stay in
the spiritual year in Arusha brought about a lasting partnership between
them and our community at Varsenare. We keep this bond alive by exchanging news and photos, reminding us to pray for our younger
brothers and their formators. I consider this too as a “mission”. We also
keep in contacts with some of the stagiaires and fourth phase candidates.
Nowadays, email, phone and other apps make keeping in touch with
many people here in Belgium as in Africa easy. Could making use of
them to maintain the existing bonds also be termed "mission"?
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When former friends in Tanzania, especially diocesan priests, appeal
for financial assistance for their church projects, I help contact one or
another donor organization, like Missio-Brugge, Caritas Westmalle and
the North-South office my home province, West Vlaanderen, on their
behalf. Assisting others to fulfil their active mission could maybe also
called “mission”? Now I start feeling that dealing with these organizations
is becoming ever more complicated, but I will stop this "mission" of
being the in-between that I have been for some years. Reducing
“mission ad extra” will give me more opportunities for “mission ad
intra”, hopefully for my benefit and our community. So far, I have
been using the word “mission”, as this very word is mentioned in each
of the four questions, which were given as valuable help in composing
this contribution to P.E.
Personally, I find that there is really no need at all to rub in this
aspect of mission into the lifestyle of a retired missionary. His Christian
common sense and vast experience as an 80 or ninety-year-old in our
Society will guide him spontaneously and freely to be as good as he can
be and act as wisely as possible in the circumstances in which he finds
himself at a particular time. This stress on” his mission” might feel like
an obligation or a burden at an advanced age! Does it? Or not?
Remi Vande Walle,M.Afr.
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The apostolate is the task
of an Apostle.

It is not easy for me to talk about a particular apostolate because I
could easily fall into the trap of seeing the issue as something
irreconcilable: parish ministry versus non-parish ministry. Parish ministry
has always been a subject of debate throughout my pastoral experience
in the Society of Missionaries of Africa.
While it is true that the proclamation of the Gospel is the same
regardless of where it is carried out, the dichotomy nevertheless becomes
clear in the approach that we have, occasionally resulting in my tough
stance on parish versus non-parish based ministry. It all would depend
on which side I was on.
As a student and later as a priest, I had the opportunity to be
involved in sacramental ministry and all that it implies (liturgical celebrations, catechesis, formation, laypeople, community visits.) I also
worked in mission and vocation animation, in prison ministry, with
child soldiers, in cultural centres and in international organizations.
There were instances, depending on the type of apostolate I was
involved in, when I was made to feel that I was wasting my time doing
something that the local clergy could do even better than the missionaries.
In one particular apostolate, I was also told, "we are not an NGO to do
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this or that. You already have one foot outside the White Fathers". It
was certainly confusing!
My pastoral experience developed in the midst of this constant
tension between a particular apostolate and a rather traditional one. It
helped me to understand that this tension was just as important as the
pastoral commitment itself, whatever it might be. Beyond a specific
activity and with particular circumstances, what matters is the spirit
with which I carry out my apostolate since these two approaches to
mission are inextricably linked to each other. We could argue that it
doesn't matter which one we start with; in fact, the starting point sets
the perspective, a direction for what will follow; the way you start the
dance determines the range of contributions you can offer.
I can lose myself in the effort to be effective; at other times in the
desire to be seen to be good by others. Sometimes I am tempted by the
desire to take advantage from what I do. Sometimes I have the
impression that a particular apostolate is a job promotion.
Very often, complacency takes over. It is then time to return to my
"inner self", to reassess my commitment to Christ, to my community
and to the Society.

A fecund tension
During this time of tension my thinking and reflection about our
apostolic mission has gradually taken shape. Thanks to this tension, I
feel constantly invited to evaluate my spiritual, intellectual and human
progress, as well as my pastoral activities. I needed to clearly identify
my strengths and limitations. In addition, I need to identify the kind of
activities with which I feel at ease, those that make me grow spiritually
and humanly. I easily get distracted for various reasons, such as a
craving for success or simply doing nothing or just taking it easy.
This real tension has focused my attention on the needs of the
communities we are sent to because beyond my needs and expectations,
there are also the expectations of others. "The person to be evangelized
is not an abstract being, but a being subject to concrete social and
economic problems" (Paul VI, Evangelii Nuntiandi, 31).
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We are not merely aid workers. The greatest gift we may offer to the
world is not simply a little bit of welfare but faith itself. When we
engage in the social sphere, we do so not as some charity or social development institution but in the name and by mandate of Christ. By announcing and witnessing the coming of the Kingdom of God; of Justice,
Truth and Love, we are talking about a work that requires not only a
deep and concrete vision of human reality, but also a force called grace;
something that does not come purely from human efforts, but from the
Spirit.
The Saviour was patient with his disciples as they learnt to follow
him. He is also patient with us while we discover things in our own
time. We can follow his example by being patient with others and
ourselves to improve ourselves. The most important thing is to shape
the personality and heart of the apostle that I am meant to be, aware of
the meaning of the mission entrusted to me at a particular time on my
journey. "If the Lord does not build the house, the builders labour in
vain".
Salvador Muñoz Ledo

Salvador with collaborators. Pukpa, Ituri, Congo RD; 2011
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Mission inter gentes

My “particular apostolate” is in 5 areas: 1. The promotion of mission
ad gentes and missiology (reflection on mission); 2. The promotion of
inter-religious dialogue 3. Missionary spiritual retreats; 4. The fight
against sexual abuse, and 5. Missionary of mercy.
In the field of ad gentes mission promotion and mission reflection I
have been coordinating mission councils. I have given training sessions
on mission ad gentes and inter gentes. I continue to teach the course
“mission ad et inter gentes” at the post-graduation programme in
missiology of the Theological Faculty of Brasilia (Brazil). I am a
member of the network of missiologists of Brazil and Latin America.
At the level of interfaith dialogue outside the Missionaries of Africa
sphere, I have participated in initiatives, projects, programmes: Fulbright
Interfaith Community Action Programme, The African Christian and
Islam, CMR1900 Christian Muslim Relations: A Bibliographical History,
the Theological Leadership in Context of Islam consultations, and with
a Gambian Muslim researcher I coordinate The African Christian and
Muslim Reflections Project. In the retreats I preach, I invite people to
meditate on missionary identity from the perspective of missionary spirituality. Finally, I have collaborated with different organisations in the
fight against sexual abuse, through the Princess Tamar Project, a methodology of prevention against sexual abuse. The mission of the missionary of mercy is to preach about mercy and to give absolution for
the sins reserved to the Pope.
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Through these commitments I have met people from all over the
world, of different races, religions, ideologies, philosophies, spiritualities.
I have experienced the immensity of the world and the immensity of
God's action. I became part of a network of people who share our missionary ideal of encounter-dialogue and full life for all. I became aware
that we, the Society of Missionaries of Africa, are only one among
many. We have a unique expertise to contribute to this international
network of agents working for the transformation of the world.
In this mission, I have always shared the missionary and spiritual
experience of life, actions, reflections, studies of the Missionaries of
Africa. I have learned to clarify my language because often we think
that everyone understands or should understand what we are saying
when in fact we are using a language that is purely Catholic missionary
jargon unknown to many people.
Above all, I have experienced incarnation in this world. It is also an
experience of vulnerability and humility. This world challenged me by
inviting me to make my own specific contribution for effective change.
This mission has challenged me to give of my best, to avoid tinkering
(and blah blah blah) and to strive for excellence. This kind of ministry
invites to be creative and not to repeat what has already been done or

Serge Traore, one of the 4 missiologists of the Brazilian delegation
to the First Continental Seminar of Mission Theology. Mexico; February 2020
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said. I have learned to transform intellectual reflections into life-giving
actions.
The expression "mission inter gentes" sums up my contribution:
being one among the people. I am one in a web of interpersonal relationships in which I receive and give and together (others-with-me) we
build the kingdom of God. The challenge is to realise such a “special
apostolate” mission with a Missionary of Africa community. Such a
community must be open to the world and not obsessively concerned
with its own survival and well-being. The nature of the communities is
the responsibility of the superiors. These words of St. Paul VI inspire
my mission of this “special apostolate”: “The Church must enter into
dialogue with the world in which it lives. It has something to say, a
message to give, a communication to make” (Ecclesiam Suam, 65).
The Society of Missionaries of Africa must enter into dialogue and collaboration with the world in which it lives. It must become a word; it
must become a message; it must become a conversation. It must be
creative in order to be life-giving.
Moussa Serge Traore
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Biblical apostolate

Our Society has always been distinguished by the importance given
to the Word of God, whether through the catechumenate, catechesis or
daily pastoral work. A precursor of the biblical apostolate was Father
Adrian Smith. In the atmosphere of the Council he was already a
member of the National Committee of the Bible Society in Zambia
from 1965 onwards, and in 1975 he became the Director of the Africa
Biblical Apostolate of the Catholic Biblical Federation. In 1974 he published an article in the AFER magazine on Bible translations and on
what could be done in the parish as a biblical apostolate. In 1977 he published 'Bridging the Gap. A Handbook for Promoting the Biblical
Apostolate' (Spearhead No. 46, Gaba Publications, AMECEA Pastoral
Institute, 96 pages), an example of a manual for the biblical apostolate.
After him, many other Missionaries of Africa started the biblical
apostolate, as I did first in Rwanda, then from 1998 to 2003 at the
Lumko Institute and later in Rome and Jerusalem.
Today, in the Catholic Church, the Catholic Biblical Federation
(CBF) coordinates everything that is done in this field. The Catholic
World Federation for the Biblical Apostolate, as it was formerly called,
was founded in 1969 with the task of implementing Chapter 6 of the
dogmatic Constitution Dei Verbum of the Second Vatican Council,
entitled "Sacred Scripture in the Life of the Church", which calls for a
concrete commitment of all Christians and pastors to a biblical renewal
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in the Catholic Church. Each bishops' conference is part of it (one
bishop is in charge), as well as other bodies and institutions. Today the
CBF has 344 members in 126 countries. It has a very rich website: c-bf.org, in four languages (English, French, Spanish and German). In
addition to the regular newsletters published since 1986, there are
many resources and even live events.

There are three main areas of focus
-Translations. Already the Council stated: "Access to Sacred
Scripture must be made widely available to the faithful of Christ"; one
issue was devoted to translations: "... with the approval of the
ecclesiastical authorities, these translations should be the fruit of collaboration with our separated brethren; they may be used by all
Christians" (No. 22).
According to a recent report from 2020, "the complete Bible is now
available in 704 languages, used by about 6.1 billion people. However,
it must be remembered that nearly 1.7 billion people still do not have
the unabridged Bible in their language." This is the case for many
Africans. Black Africa alone has over 2,000 languages! Only 54
complete translations have been completed (28 between 1966 and
1988; 26 for the period 1989 to 2016). An enormous amount of work
remains to be done, as Pope John Paul II reminded us: "Efforts must
be intensified to facilitate access to Sacred Scripture, in particular by
means of complete or partial translations of the Bible, carried out as
far as possible in collaboration with the other Churches and ecclesial
communities" (Apostolic Exhortation Ecclesia in Africa, 1995, No.
58).
For my part, I initiated the Catholic translation of the Bible into Kinyarwanda by asking major seminarians to translate texts from the
First Testament during their school holidays. The Episcopal Conference
took over the project and the Bibiliya Ntagatifu was published in 1990
(Verbum Bible, Kinshasa, 2216 pages). I also collaborated in the ecumenical translation of the Bible into Kinyarwanda, started earlier and
finally published in 2005 (Bibiliya, Ijambo ry'Imana).
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Biblical animation of the pastoral ministry

-The distribution of the texts, especially the Gospels, is not
expensive. The request was made that each family should have either a
Bible or the New Testament and that they should use it for their prayer.
In this area too we are still a long way from its implementation. If,
thanks to the Basic Communities (CEBV), the sharing of the Gospel
has spread in Africa, if lectio divina is also spreading for individuals,
can it be said that the Word of God has replaced the rosary and other
traditional prayers in families and many Catholic Action groups,
according to the Council's recommendation: "Let them remember that
prayer must go hand in hand with the reading of Sacred Scripture" (no.
25)? According to another report, however, it should be added: "Africans
are second only to Latin Americans in the purchase of Bibles. This is
proof of the love of Africans for the Word of God despite their financial
difficulties.
-Formation. The Council quotes the well-known phrase of St.
Jerome: "Ignorance of the Scriptures is ignorance of Christ" (no. 25). It
adds: "Let the ministry of the word, which includes pastoral preaching,
catechesis, and all Christian instruction, in which the liturgical homily
must have a special place, also find in this same word of Scripture a
healthy nourishment and a holy vitality" (no. 24).
Today, as we know, there are many different types of biblical training
courses. Fortunately, there are many Bible retreats and sessions on all
continents. Their aim is to help Christians at all levels to be at ease with
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these ancient texts, of very different literary genres, sometimes very
foreign to their culture. This effort must be constantly renewed, all the
more so as exegesis is making progress according to the different interpretations of the reading materials.

Biblical animation of pastoral work
In 2008, a Synod of Bishops on the Word of God wanted to take
stock of the implementation of the Second Vatican Council. It found
that the expected results were still far from being achieved. Pope
Benedict XVI issued the Apostolic Exhortation Verbum Domini in
2010. Here is a passage: "The Synod invited a special pastoral
commitment to bring out the centrality of the Word of God in the life of
the Church, recommending 'the intensification of biblical pastoral care'
not in juxtaposition to other forms of pastoral care, but as 'biblical
animation of all pastoral care'. It is not a matter of adding a few
meetings in the parish or in the diocese, but of verifying that in the
usual activities of the Christian communities, in the parishes, in the associations and in the movements we take to heart the personal encounter
with Christ who communicates Himself to us in His word... This will
also be the best way to deal with some of the pastoral problems
highlighted during the Synodal Assembly, such as the proliferation of
sects that spread a distorted and instrumentalized reading of Sacred
Scripture" (no. 73).
This is the new direction being considered throughout the world: not
to develop a particular sector of pastoral work alongside catechesis,
liturgy, sacraments, Catholic Action, etc., but to place the Bible at the
heart of each of these areas.
Guy Theunis
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The Conference of French Bishops (SNRM) «The Catholic Church
and Relations with Muslims Compendium» Bayard / Cerf / Mame 2021
- 395 pages - €24
The SNRM (Secrétariat National
pour les Relations avec les Musulmans) is a branch of the French Bishops' Conference and they have just
published a "Compendium" recounting the recent involvement of both
Catholics and Muslims in inter-religious relations. It is a 400-page book
starting with the Vatican 2 Council
(1964/1965) and ending with two
declarations on Fraternity in 2019.
You are able to consult not merely
the official texts of Vatican 2, but
above all, the speeches of the different
popes since Paul 6 in Turkey or
Uganda, without forgetting John Paul
2 and his intervention in the Casablanca stadium 1985. In addition, it included Benedict 16's speech in
Cologne in 2005, and of course, those of Pope Francis from page 63 to
91.
The book then goes on to present the works of the Pontifical Council
for Interreligious Dialogue. Many of the texts of their messages to
Muslims for the end of Ramadan are included on pages 112 to 122. The
Church of France is also given the opportunity to speak in various declarations (pp. 127-149).
The third part of the book focuses on the Muslims themselves,
especially the famous "Letter of 138", a document signed by 138
Muslim personalities representing 43 nations, both Sunni and Shiite,
"as well as other minority groups". The fourth part of our book aims to
give us an idea of the dialogue between believers. We are provided with
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a series of Christian declarations (pp. 241-255) and Muslim declarations
(pp. 256-286), all culminating in the theme of Brotherhood: “a
brotherhood for world peace and common coexistence" and "brotherhood
for knowledge and cooperation" so dear to Pope Francis and the Grand
Imam of Al Azhar.
This compendium is therefore fascinating and covers the essence of
Christian-Muslim dialogue throughout the world. It will be and remain
for a long time a reference book for all advocates of encounter and
dialogue. However, this book has only one major weakness: it does not
include an "index" that would make it a fundamental working tool for
beginners and those used to such meetings. Let's hope that the second
issue will include such an "index".
Gilles Mathorel
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Holy See's Inter-Dicasterial Working Group on Integral Ecology .
“On the way to save the common home. 5 years after Laudato Si'”.
Libreri Editrice Vaticana, 2020; 237 pages
On the way to save the common
home. 5 years after Laudato Si'".
The Holy See's Interdepartmental
Working Group on Integral Ecology.
Libreri Editrice Vaticana, 2020; 237
pages
The world is shaken by the crisis
caused by the Covid-19 pandemic,
which is claiming tens of thousands
of victims and changing our way of
life. In these difficult times, which
will profoundly and permanently
change the societies in which we
live, we are called to take care of
each other, not to lock ourselves
into selfishness. The crisis we are
going through makes the value of
the Encyclical Letter Laudato si' (five years after its publication)
dedicated by Pope Francis to the safeguarding of the common home
even more evident, teaching us how everything is linked in an integral
ecology perspective. To seriously address the causes of this crisis, a
real change is needed, based on the awareness that everything is
intimately linked, as well as a spiritual conversion that leads to a new
awareness of the relationship of the human being with himself, with the
other, with society, with creation and with God. Motivated by these reflections, the Holy See's Interdiocesan Working Group on Integral
Ecology has sought to present various operational proposals1 arising
from a careful reading of Laudato si', with the aim of inspiring the
action of Church institutions, the faithful and all people of good will.
1

Almost all of them have a web address that can be easily and widely used in many
languages.
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An introduction and a conclusion frame 25 short chapters (the last of
which is dedicated to the commitment of the Vatican State to ecological
conversion). Each chapter presents an excerpt from the encyclical, a
brief commentary, references from the recent magisterium on the
subject, a series of examples of initiatives that have already been put in
place in the different Churches of the world (in my opinion the most
inspiring part!) and, at the end, a series of suggestions to make people
want to apply what has been presented in the chapter. A very pleasant
and motivating reading, this book also exists in an electronic version2,
which will save a few trees!
José M. Cantal

2

https://www.devp.org/sites/www.devp.org/files/documents/materials/en_chemin_p
our_la_sauvegarde_de_la_maison_commune.pdf
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Bernard Baudon
1935 – 2020
after my father's death.

B

ernard left some notes
about his life during his
last years in Billere. Here
is what he had to say: "I was born
in Amiens on August 12, 1935; a
year later, my family moved to
Anizy-le-Château, near Soisson, in
the Aisne, where my father continued his study as a notary. I attended
Saint-Joseph secondary school in
Rheims and then continued with
the Salesians in Port-à-Binson before graduating from the technical
college in Rheims, where I obtained
my degree in commerce. This was

From the beginning of my time
with the Salesians, I felt a particular
call to the missionary life, and I
had to wait until the end of my
studies to see more clearly with
my family and decide. But I had to
do military service, which was very
long during the Algerian war. I did
this in Germany, and then I spent
15 months as a teacher in Kabylia
and three months in l’Oranie (the
north-western region of Algeria).
During my military service I got
in touch with Father Hehm, the
novice master of the brothers in
Gap. I was also able to meet some
White Fathers in Kabylia. A good
month after my return from the
army, I immediately joined the novitiate in Gap in March 1962 and
took my temporary oath in 1964.
After that, I went to Mours for two
years. I spent the third year, 1966,
at the provincial bursar's office in
rue Verlomme in the accounts department. From there, I moved to
Altkirch to animate a small group
of seminarians and as a bursar. I
stayed there for two years until the
closure of this house. "
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In Burundi and Tanzania was far easier than Kirundi. On
On June 1, 1969 Bernard was
appointed to Burundi. After the
end of the language course he took
his perpetual oath in Muyange. He
was then appointed to the training
centre for catechists in Mutumba,
where he was in charge of the first
year. He subsequently moved to
Munanira parish as bursar, in charge
of construction works. The desire
to become a priest became increasingly strong in him. He was finally
accepted and returned to France,
to Strasbourg, to the hostel on Neuwiller Street. He was ordained a
priest on June 27, 1976, in the
church of Saint-Nicaize in Reims,
by his former chaplain, Mgr Herbulot, in the presence of his entire
family and three Burundian priests
studying in France. On his return
to Burundi, he went to Rugari
when, three years later, the government decided to expel the missionaries; Bernard was expelled on
June 1, 1979.
Bernard returned to France, and
after a short course in English, he
was appointed to Tanzania. He arrived in Dar-es-Salam on August
1, 1980, and joined the diocese of
Kigoma; he went to the Language
Center in Kipalapala to learn a
new language, Kiswahili which

completing the course, he joined
the parish of Kasulu, where he
lived with diocesan priests for two
years. Subsequently, he worked for
three years in Kasangesi parish;
from there, he moved to Makere
parish for five years; then for ten
years to Kakonko parish, which
was later handed over to the diocesan priests; finally, he worked
for 14 years in Kabanga, where he
was parish priest for 13 years.

In France
In July 2015 he returned to
France for home leave, determined
to return to Tanzania. However,
his health condition required him
to remain and start treatment first
in Paris for many years, then in
Billere, where he was appointed
in February 2016. Nevertheless,
he was able to say goodbye to Tanzania: "As it had been planned in
case of remission of my disease, I
was allowed to make this trip without medical assistance. I had a
very friendly welcome at the airport
in Kigoma from Brother Theo. A
surprise was waiting for me in Kabanga! Many Christians, especially
children and women, were waiting
at the village entrance with the
parish priest, Father Justin, to accompany me to the parish, singing
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and dancing... The trip was a real
thanksgiving: it gave me confidence
in myself: God is constantly at
work, despite our weaknesses. The
mass on the last Sunday was particularly moving. I was able to thank
all the Christians again. May the
Church in Africa continue to bear
abundant fruit”.

“Cancer Espérance”. He devoted
himself to giving French courses
at the Secours Catholique, as far
as his strength would allow and
after many visits to the hospital.
He returned to the Father's house
on October 21, 2020.

In Billere, Bernard continued
his missionary life with many pastoral activities, including the group
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Hermann Kimmich
1939 - 2020
1957 he changed to the "Kreuzburg"
high school in Grosskrotzenburg,
where he passed the state examination. He continued his studies
of philosophy in Trier and did the
novitiate in Hörstel. He then entered
the scholasticate in Heverle, where
he took his missionary oath in
1967. He was ordained a priest in
Stuttgart-Sillenbuch in July 1968.

Mission in Burkina and
Ivory Coast

H

ermann Kimmich was
born on October 8, 1939,
in Seedorf, a community
in the district of Rottweil. His father
was a farmer. Together with his
three sisters, Hermann spent a carefree childhood in this area since
it was not affected by the war. He
attended elementary school in Seedorf until the eighth grade. His
cousin, Father Ernst Haag, was his
role model. In 1953, he advised
Hermann to continue his studies at
the Haigerloch high school. Hermann completed the orientation
cycle (Sexta and Quinta) in one
year and proceeded to Zaitzkofen
after the third year (Subtertia). In

He was appointed to the diocese
of Bobo-Dioulasso in Upper Volta,
now Burkina Faso. His first post
was Niangoloko, a small town on
the border with the Ivory Coast,
located on the road between Ouagadougou and Abidjan. The train
also passes through this town. The
population belongs to the "Gouin"
tribe, which originally came from
northern Ghana. Most of them are
animists. Although Hermann was
a man of few words he collaborated
well. He visited the villages three
or four days a week, including
those with non Christians. He wanted to be present to everyone. During the famine and drought in Upper Volta in 1974, he and his
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confreres gave hope to the people
by building wells to supply the villages with water and providing
millet and corn to alleviate their
hunger.
Hermann always wanted to take
care of the body and soul of the
people. The group "Cœurs Vaillants/Ames Vaillantes" was very
dear to him. Hermann moved to
the neighbouring parish of Konandougou, where he became the parish
priest after a sabbatical year. He
needed to learn another language
and went to Faladye, Mali, for six
months to learn Djoula. He felt
very comfortable in this new parish.
He was particularly fond of one
region, ‘Wara Country‘ an area
where the borders of three countires
came together Mali, Ivory Coast
and Burkina Faso. There were
hardly any Christians there. A few
villages like Niansogoni on top of
a range of cliffs were opposed to
the visit of a missionary.
Hermann took advantage of a
favourable situation to establish
Christianity there: the then president,
Lamizana, wanted to improve the
health situation of the population
and had men and women trained
as health workers to provide first
aid to the sick in the villages. Hermann was chosen to initiate and
coordinate this work. His openness

and respectful attitude towards the
people helped him to win the hearts
of those in charge. Not only was
he allowed to return, but he could
also announce the Gospel to them.
Today, Niansogoni has the highest
number of Christians in the parish.
The parish has several catechists
and a diocesan priest, the second
of whom will be ordained in July.
There is an elementary school and
a college . Hermann became known
as "the apostle of the Waras". People
still talk about him today and remember him well.
After eight years, Hermann returned to Germany as a "Missio"
consultant in the diocese of Rottenburg-Stuttgart for four years, living in the White Fathers' community in Haigerloch. However, his
heart remained focused on Africa.
He returned to Africa, to the Ivory
Coast, this time to Niellé, in the
diocese of Katiola, a small town
on the border of Mali and Burkina
Faso among the Senoufos. He still
had to learn a new language, even
though he was not very good at
languages. It was a tough mission:
missionaries from other congregations had worked there for 70 years
without much success. Nevertheless,
Hermann remained faithful to his
mission, even under challenging
circumstances. He went around the
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villages, well aware that he, too,
would probably not be very successful. He worked there for ten
years.

Return to Germany and
departure for Mauritania
At some stage, feeling that his
time in Africa had come to an end,
he returned to Germany. No one
could make him change his mind.
That was another essential trait of
his character. He returned to Germany and lived in Frankfurt as a
community bursar and a prison
chaplain. Hermann declared himself
ready at the age of 68 when Bishop
Happe of Nouakchott was looking
for confreres. However, the climate
was difficult for him, and it was
not easy to work with Muslims.
He returned to Germany after 2
years but not in view of retirement.
He went to Dillingen where he
helped out in a parish.He moved
to Trier as bursar and finally to
Haigerloch, where he helped in the
bursar's office. On January 8, 2018,
he moved, like the whole community, to Hechingen, where he also
helped in the bursar's office. There,
he quickly fell ill. He had a kind
of parkinson's disease that caused
him headaches followed by fleeting
moments of fainting. He could no

longer drive a car, something that
weighed heavily on him. His condition became worse; he had to move
to the "Marien-Heim", a home for
the elderly with permanent care,
located right next to our house in
Hechingen. He was not particularly
good at talking to people when
they visited him. He did not speak
much, although he understood everything. Nevertheless, he celebrated
his golden jubilee of priesthood
two years ago, with his home parish,
with which he was still in contact.
However, he fainted again on
December 2, 2020, and suffered a
terrible fall, breaking his femur.
He was operated on at the hospital
in Balingen, and the operation went
well. Already for some time, Hermann had trouble swallowing anything. Eventually, he had to be fed.
The first signs of pneumonia appeared in the hospital. He tested
negative for corona! We expected
him to return to Hechingen, but on
December 9 he took another path,
he went home to the Father in heaven.
The nursing staff wrote in a
letter of condolence: "we loved
him". We, too, all of his colleagues,
loved him. May he now rest in
peace with God.
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Raymond Perron
1934-2021
Borromée in Sherbrooke. He developed an interest in joining the
White Fathers during his high
school years.
Although he initially applied to
join the White Fathers, it was decided not to admit him based on
the information received. His general attitude at the college did not
encourage the formators to accept
him. This did not discourage him.
He pulled himself together and was
admitted on his second application.
Raymond was born in NotreDame-d'Hébertville, in the diocese
of Chicoutimi, on February 7, 1934.
He was the son of Camille Perron
and Philomène Gaudreault. He belonged to a family of five sisters
and three brothers. His childhood
memories of the family were not
particularly good. It was difficult
for his father and mother to get
along, and this attitude left its mark
on Raymond.
Raymond received his primary
education in Hebertville. His family
moved to Coaticook in the Sherbrooke area when he was eleven
years old. He then attended high
school at Collège Saint-Charles

He started the novitiate of the
White Fathers at Saint-Martin de
Laval on August 9 1954. There
were about thirty candidates that
year, which was a big year. Raymond was reported to be very shy
and relatively closed in on himself.
But he was very diligent in his
studies and committed to common
tasks. He showed obvious good
will and a beautiful supernatural
spirit.
Thus, the following year, he
was accepted for his theological
studies at the White Fathers' Scholasticate in Vanier, a suburb of Ottawa. He took his missionary oath
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on June 21, 1958, and was ordained had grown a lot during these years.
a priest on January 31, 1959, in His regional superior wrote about
him: “He has learned how to be a
Coaticook.
missionary and has shown his skills.
The five years of formation were He has good ideas and is willing
very beneficial to him. He went to discuss them; zealous and dedifrom being very shy at the beginning cated. Affable in community and
to be more confident and open very helpful.”
with those in charge. He became
He was appointed parish priest
gradually more at ease in the
community. He proved to be gene- in Mughésé in 1970. He founded
rous, conscientious, and faithful to this parish, located in the north of
his duty while remaining a bit the country on the border with Tanrough in his relationships. He was zania, about 300 kilometres from
always slow in his understanding Mzuzu. Raymond spent most of
and in expressing his feelings and his missionary life in this parish
rather awkward in his behaviour. with a French confrere, Father TréA formator wrote at the end of his guier. He also spent some years in
theological studies: "He is a good Chitipa and the parish of Rumphi.
individual who needs to work on Then, in 1990, he did a pastoral
himself and to grow, but who will course in Quebec for a little over a
surely become an excellent, gene- month while on leave.
rous and devoted missionary. "
In 1995, he went to Israel for
his 30-day retreat, which he tho44 years in Malawi
roughly enjoyed. Following this
After ordination, Raymond was spiritual experience, the provincial
appointed to Malawi at the end of insisted that he seek psychological
1959 to the diocese of Mzuzu. He help, preferably from a priest. He
would remain there for forty-four harboured terrible memories of his
years. He first stayed in two parishes relationship within his own family.
for a short time to make up for the He joyfully accepted. Afterwards,
temporary shortage of priests. He he returned to Chitipa. However,
then spent three years in Kaseye, at the end of 2002, he developed a
followed by two years in Nkame- health problem: his kidneys stopped
nya. It was during this period that working. He was sent to South
he learnt the local language. He Africa for specialised treatment.
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In 2003, he was taken to Johannesburg, South Africa, where he
spent three months in hospital.
There, he underwent surgery, but
Raymond's condition remained critical. The best thing would be for
him to return home. He returned
to Canada permanently on March
1 2003 and was appointed to Lennoxville in May.

His stay in Lennoxville was interrupted by a short period in Rome,
in 2012, for the Seniors' session.
He returned to Lennoxville to resume his duties with the sick
confreres after the session.

A bad fall in 2017 left him increasingly weak. He needed more
care and supervsion. After several
falls in his room, he was taken to
Hôtel-Dieu in May 2019 for medical
18 years in Canada
examinations and an overall health
At the end of 2003, he was ap- assessment.
pointed superior of the Acadian
He was placed at the Saint-Vincommunity, a role that did not suit
cent Long-Term Care Centre in
him very well. The following year,
Sherbrooke on August 19, 2020,
he went on a farewell tour to Mafor more appropriate care. In Jalawi and returned to Canada in January 2021 he became increasingly
nuary 2005. At the end of 2006, he
weak and required palliative care.
took up residence in Lennoxville,
On January 29 2021, he died at the
ministering to the sick. He accomage of 86, after 62 years of missiopanied his confreres who had to
nary life in Malawi and Canada.
go to the doctor, the dentist or the
His funeral was postponed due to
hospital.
the pandemic.
Jacques Charron m.afr.
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Gérard Meert
1928-2021
good with his hands, but he was a
good organizer. He was highly organized, dignified and calm, simple
too, though a little withdrawn. He
came across as sensitive and helpful.
He was devout and pursued a very
high ideal, which made him sometimes slightly rigid in his positions.
He obtained a degree in theology
from the Gregorian University in
Rome in 1956.

In Albertville (Kalemie)
Gérard was born on 22 January
1928 in Sint-Niklaas, a town in
the province of East Flanders. The
family had ten children. Gérard
studied Greco-Latin humanities at
the minor seminary of St. Joseph
in his home town before he joined
the White Fathers in Boechout in
September 1947. After the novitiate
in Varsenare, he studied theology
in Heverlee, where he took his
missionary oath on 11 July 1953
and was ordained a priest on 18
April 1954. His teachers and companions were very positive about him
and spoke of him as an 'elite figure'
who was gifted, well-balanced and
conscientious. He was not very

He completed his "military service" (a few months of courses) in
Louvain after a congress on catechesis in Antwerp and a session in
Lille. On 18 April 1957, he left for
Congo by boat from Antwerp to
''Albertville'' (now Kalemie).
He was curate at the parish of
Christ the King and taught religion
at the European high school. Also,
Gerard was responsible for building
a small church in the city. Gérard
was aware of strikes in some
companies and mentioned that the
expatriates accused the fathers of
being too concerned about the workers. "The Church has its social
doctrine," Gerard replied. He was
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equally at ease with the ‘educated’
and with ordinary Christians. In
1959, he was appointed diocesan
chaplain of Catholic Action. He
was also chaplain to St Joseph's
Sisters in Lubuye, where his lectures
and spiritual direction were much
appreciated. He was appointed
parish priest in May 1963.

influence the work of salvation
here.”

Gérard was repatriated on 4 August 1966, on a stretcher, with
sciatic nerve problems. He was
treated at the Tropical Institute in
Antwerp and underwent a long rehabilitation. In June 1967, he returned to Kalemie. Gérard left KaMeanwhile, Albertville-Kalemie lemie in July 1975 after 18 years.
had suffered the consequences of
independence. The month of No- Elsewhere in Katanga
vember 1961 was, according to
In September Gérard was apGérard, "a month of anarchy". The
pointed
to Fungurume, a new founfathers were harassed and threatedation
in
the diocese of Lubumned. Contacts with the 'cité' were
prohibited. He wrote "Small groups bashi, in the mining town of
of young people and a few hotheads S.M.T.F. (Société Minière de Tenke
Fungurume) in September. He was
spread terror everywhere.”
appointed to found the CharlesIn April 1964, Gérard went on Lwanga parish in Likasi in June
home leave to return in September. 1978 when the Mine withdrew its
The rebellion of the Mulélistes, project. He was also assigned to
the famous Simbas, took place in the parish of Saint Bartholomew
Albertville during his absence; ho- in 1983. He was based in Likasi
wever, it was liberated at the end until May 1988 but would become
of August. Gérard wrote in 1965: parish priest of St. Martin's Parish
“The atmosphere in Albertville has in Katuba, Lubumbashi, in October.
improved a lot in the last year; Gérard increasingly realized his
people are more open to our reli- pastoral vision, which focused on
gious message. One has the im- forming the laity and teaching how
pression that the revolution of 1964 to pray in this “city” of 350,000
will still bear fruit. The Way of the inhabitants and 10 Parishes.
Cross and the death of our confreres Schools of prayer were organized
(editor's note: an allusion to the for youth as well as adults. The
murder of Fathers Lenaers and laity who had been trained went
Stove in Lubuye) will undoubtedly
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from parish to parish and led retreats
in packed churches. He also was
very involved in building and secured the necessary finances. When
the military looted the city of Lubumbashi at the end of 1991 he
wrote: "All the shops were looted
and many of them burnt down.
The military invited the civilians
to participate.” Katuba was spared.
He went to Rome in September
1994 to attend the session Transition
to the Third Age. On his return, he
became a Regional Councillor. He
drew his confreres' attention to the
peripheral areas where even the
minimal pastoral infrastructure was
lacking. He bought plots of land
where Sunday mass was held under
a huge tarpaulin. Subsequently, a
new parish was established. Besides
the parish of Saint-Philippe, he
founded in the district cynically
called ‘Gbadolite’, St. John the
Baptist parish and the parish of St.
Gerard on the Plateau. He remained
parish priest and superior of Katuba
Saint-Martin until April 2002. The
whole archdiocese had eyes only
for Katuba at that time; 'the Katuba

diocese' was whispered about...
In April 2002, he became the
animator and curate of St. Bernadette Katuba. However, at the beginning of 2004, he had to leave
for a few months for health reasons.
He became parish priest at Saint
Kizito in November 2007 and worked there until he finally returned
to Belgium in September 2011. He
returned to Antwerp. At this point,
the man of vision gave way to the
man of prayer immersed in God.
The Community celebrated his 65th
anniversary of priesthood in June
2019, and his brother Léon presented a glorious toast to his missionary brother, "a life given, an
example for each of us".
In February 2021, he asked to
go to Avondrust (Varsenare) when
walking became more difficult. No
sooner had he arrived, he was rushed to St John's Hospital in Bruges,
where he died on 12 February. His
funeral took place in a private ceremony because of the pandemic,
followed by burial in our cemetery
on Thursday 18.
Jef Vleugels
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Yves Masquelier
1940 - 2021
a youth group on vacation and was
surprised that they remembered his
first name more than 40 years later:
"So you are Yves!”

Yves was the last of six children
from an excellent Christian family
from the north of France; Yves was
born however in Mouscron, in Belgium, in West Flanders, son of
Paul Masquelier and Marguerite
Elisabeth Rohart. His father was a
commercial director of a company.
Born on April 5 in 1940, he was
baptized the next day in the Holy
Family church in Mouscron (diocese of Tournai). The family was
forced into exile due to the political
situation at that time. They were
welcomed by a family in St Chély
d'Apcher, on the Aubrac plateau in
Lozère. He had the joy of visiting
the host family while accompanying

Yves attended N.D. des Victoires
secondary school in Roubaix before
joining the Missionaries of Africa
in Kerlois. He made his novitiate
in Gap and then left for St. Edward's
in Totteridge. It was there in February 1965 that he took the oath
and was ordained a deacon. He
was ordained a priest in Roubaix
on June 26, 1965. In a letter attached
to his request for ordination, he indicated his preferences for an appointment: to work in an Englishspeaking country. If studies were
envisaged, he indicated that "catechetics" would suit him better than
philosophy or theology. He was
therefore appointed to Paris for
two years of catechetics.

Three periods spent in
Ghana
Yves arrived in Ghana in 1967,
where he would return three times
in between appointments in Europe.
During his first stay, after learning
the language, he worked in Daf-
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fiema parish, and later at the Social much care. However, his spiritual
Institute of Pastoral Care in Wa, director once told him: "If you
stick to your notes, you are unwhere he became its Director.
faithful to the Spirit". Yves pointed
Appointed in France he opened out that the comment was a major
a house for missionary animation help enabling him to be more
in Angers and for the first time he flexible about his text afterwards.
was asked to conduct a retreat, for Through these retreats and spiritual
the Little Sisters of St. Francis on accompaniment, he discovered that
the island of Berder in the bay of his mission as a "White Father"
the Morbihan. He prepared the re- had taken on a new dimension: he
treat with Sister Marie Bernard, felt called to guide people towards
who animated the liturgy. The main being rooted in God spiritually
theme of the retreat was “Visages with their whole being.
de Dieu dans la Bible.” He would
For the novices he chose as a
later say: “I liked this apostolate
very much and I felt the need for theme "With Peter meeting Christ
adequate training if I were to lead so as to become a disciple." Yves
was fascinated by Peter’s journey,
other retreats”.
by the man who, besides moments
After yet another stay in Ghana of great ardour to follow and walk
which had to be cut short because with Christ, also experienced doubts
of health problems, he decided to as in the ascent to Jerusalem and
follow a formation course in Igna- in need of Jesus' help to regain
tian spirituality at Le Châtelard in courage. He noted: "In Peter’s jourview of spiritual direction and ani- ney I recognized a call for my own
mation of retreats.
life with the same doubts as he
Appointed to Fribourg (Swit- had”. He would take up this theme
zerland), he put into practice with again for other retreats.
the Missionaries of Africa candiOn his third stay in Ghana, he
dates at the spiritual year the for- was put in charge of spiritual animation he had received. In his mation in Wa diocese. It was there
seven years at the novitiate, he was that he had an encounter that would
called to animate several retreats mark the rest of his missionary
for various groups: confreres, reli- life. He described it as follows:
gious, male and female, and novices. "On September 5, 1994, having
He prepared his conferences with just been appointed to a spiritual
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centre, I passed in front of the
prison in Wa and heard some
screams. For whatever reason, I
parked my car in front of the prison
and went inside to meet the warden
and ask him what the shouting was
about. - Oh, he says, it's nothing:
here we don't torture, but we want
discipline! - One thing led to another, and I spoke to my bishop
about it and of the call I felt to be a
chaplain in Wa prison, and he encouraged me in this call. He then
had a double apostolate: animating
retreats and spiritual accompaniment
on the one hand and chaplaincy of
the prison on the other.

Assistant provincial in
France
He was only in Ghana for a
short time because he was appointed
Assistant provincial in France,
where he served the confreres for
six years. He was invited to give
various retreats, not only in France
but also in several African countries,
for the Missionaries of Africa but
also as in Bunia in RDC for diocesan priests. The theme of his retreat
was inspired by the situation in
the Great Lakes region: “Vulnerability and proclamation of the Kingdom to a suffering world.”

Yves was invited on several occasions to go and celebrate a Eucharist
in the prison of Fleury-Mérogis.
After meeting with the founder of
"Prisoners without Borders", he
joined their team. He subsequently
made several visits to prisons in
Mali, where he went twice a year
to follow up on specific projects.
Before finishing his mandate in
the provincial team, he attended
the MDT session in Jerusalem. It
was there that he was appointed to
be part of the staff to animate the
retreat sessions. He led the 30-day
Ignatian retreat there and took advantage of this time to visit the
holy places and walk around the
city and its surroundings.

Prison chaplain

However, he felt another call in
his heart: a call to the prison apostolate. His request was accepted,
and he left Jerusalem to join the
chaplaincy of the Fleury-Mérogis
prison, home to some 4,000 inmates.
For nine years, he was part of a
Catholic chaplaincy team composed
of five priests, four nuns, and a
dozen laypeople. To a confrere who
asked: "How do you live your vocation as a Missionary of Africa in
this prison apostolate?” Yves replied
During his time at rue Verlomme, that he lived the priorities of our
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congregation through four dimen- talk to. LISTENING is the core of
my work. This is the prisoner's
sions
first need. All the dimensions of
- a passion for Africans: they the human person must be taken
form about 40% of the community into account. I want to reassure
participating in Sunday celebrations, the prisoner that for me, he is still
with even a choir in Lingala (a SOMEONE... It is also this listening
language of the DRC).
that the field teams of "Prisoners
- a concern for first evangeliza- without Borders" give priority in
tion: several prisoners have received France as well as in Africa; the
baptism after 2 or 3 years of the link with the family is fundamental,
especially to pave the way for reincatechism.
tegration. "
- Islamic-Christian dialogue: seUpon his death, we received
veral Muslims have called on me,
and we have even prayed together many testimonies from people with
with one of them, each respecting whom Yves worked at Fleury-Mérogis; they expressed their gratitude
the other's beliefs.
for the help he had given them in
- Fighting for justice and peace: the chaplaincy team or their enby helping one or the other meet counters.
the organization "Access to Rights"
In an article presenting his work
or by speaking to those in charge
at
Mours after nine years as a
so that certain prisoners could be
granted access to work or health prison chaplain, he used the image
of Jesus taking Peter by the hand
care, or a cell change...
as he sank into the sea (Mt 14:28Yves described his work to us: 31) and asked himself: "Have I
"If the doctor, the teacher or the not been the hand of God for totally
visitors meet each prisoner in spe- helpless prisoners? And he wrote:
cific places, the chaplain, on the "What is most surprising is how
other hand, enters the cells; he is much the prison has transformed
the only person, apart from the pri- me: the prisoners have evangelized
son staff, who has the keys. So I me.”
open the doors and connect the
He spoke many times of this
different services. The inmates don't
important
period of his life! The
always know who to contact, and I
presentation
of the paintings of the
help them find the right person to
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"Way of the Cross" painted by one
of the prisoners was always for
him a key moment during Lent:
his heart vibrated when he presented
some of these 15 stations. Some of
these paintings were very expressive, such as the portrait of Pilate
representing the presence and the
head of one of the prison guards,
facing a very small and humble
Jesus, or the one of Jesus on the
cross dancing with the Church, the
sign of the liberation that he brings.

Mours
His new term as a community
leader in Mours was also centred
on listening and spiritual animation.
He was called to animate several
retreats, particularly the General
Team retreat in Rome in September
2017, taking up the theme of “vulnerability and proclamation of the
kingdom in a suffering world ".
He shared his enthusiasm and
faith with the community of Mours,
both in the liturgies and in the
community meetings and "fireside
chats" that he initiated for the
confreres, because he did not want
them to get stuck in the "we've always done it that way", even if sometimes there was some resistance.
Above all, he devoted himself to
the spiritual accompaniment of

many people, priests, religious and
laypeople. Various groups who
came for weekends also benefited
from his encouragement and advice.
He had a growing number of
health issues, and people around
him often spoke of the “Where
does it hurt club.” But what kept
him connected and made him happy
was life: life received, sometimes
broken but renewed, and life given.
Listening to the elderly who spoke
about their past with their joys and
sufferings, and in connection with
the theme of the years of preparation
for the 150th anniversary of the
Missionaries of Africa, evoking the
past with gratitude, living the present with reality and considering
the future with faith, he prepared
this last retreat theme which he
entitled "Life Bearer in the Steps
of Jesus Christ". Paul's words to
the Corinthians, "we can comfort
all those who are in distress by the
comfort we receive from God,"
express well what he was to the
end: he was a "life bearer in the
steps of Christ" even as life was
departing from him.
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We are happy to present this unique book, made up of memories
of a very rich experience lived within the universal Church by the Missionaries of Africa and the Missionary Sisters of Our Lady of Africa
to commemorate the 150th anniversary of their foundation.
It is a free memorial of this immense mobilization at all levels.
It is a hymn of gratitude for all those who gave meaning to this jubilee and for all those who participated in it.
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RIP
Missionaries of Africa
Father Alfons Heymans of the Diocese of Malines-Brussels,
Belgium. He died in Bruges, Belgium, on the 10th July 2021, at the
age of 87 of which 63 years of missionary life in Malawi and Belgium.
Father Brady Edwar of the Diocese of Kilmore, Ireland. He died
in Dublin, Ireland, on the 11th July 2021, at the age of 92 of which 56
years of missionary life in Tanzania and Ireland.

Missionary Sisters of Our Lady of Africa
Sœur Kitoga Abecha Sophie. Entrée dans la Vie le 18 juin 2021 à
Nairoby, Kenia, à l’âge de 85 ans, dont 52 ans de vie religieuse
missionnaire en RD Congo, Tanzanie et Kenya.
Sœur Frieda Leys. Entrée dans la Vie le 21 juin 2021 à Kortrijk,
Belgique, à l’âge de 93 ans, dont 65 ans de vie religieuse missionnaire
en RD Congo, Yémen et Belgique.
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